The June 2022 issue of Focus on the Family Clubhouse Jr. is all about identity. God makes each person special and gives us gifts and talents we can use for Him.

“When you look into water, you see a likeness of your face. When you look into your heart, you see what you are really like.” —Proverbs 27:19

Read through the magazine with your child, and answer these questions as a family.

**Rich Beyond Compare** (pp. 4-7)

1. If God said to you, “Ask for anything you want me to give you,” what would you ask for?
2. Why did Solomon ask for wisdom? Was wisdom a good choice?
4. What gifts and talents has God given you that you can use to help other people?

**Fantastic Fingerprints** (p. 11)

1. What’s the coolest thing you do with your fingers?
2. Does anyone else have fingerprints like yours? Why not? What does that tell you about God?

**Parents:** Encourage your kids to take the Superhero Service Challenge this summer. See page 12 for details.

**Showing His Stripes** (pp. 14-17)

1. What is your favorite thing to do at the playground? Why?
2. What made Thomas Tiger feel sad?
3. Would you rather be quick like a tiger, smart like an elephant or strong like a rhino?
4. Why should Thomas show his stripes?
5. What are three ways God has made you special? (Have family members help make a list.)
6. Is it ever hard for you to be yourself? Why or why not?

**Family Prayer**

Father, thank You for making each of us unique and special. Help us see the gifts You’ve given us and use them to bring You glory. Amen.